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Basin-scale wireless-sensor networks

17 spatially distributed 
clusters in the American & 
Feather River basins

Each cluster contains 10-12 
sensor nodes, providing 
hydrologic measurements  
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Across-cluster spatial heterogeneity 
of snow-depth captured by clusters 
at different elevations

Data at fine resolution

Distinct landscape attributes within a 
cluster (1 km2) contributes to the 
heterogeneity
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Hydrological importance of transition elevation

Rain-snow
transition elevation

1800 m

Runoff-contributing area 
74 % (7000 km2)

1500 m

Runoff-contributing area
38 % (3600 km2)

Rain zone
(runoff-contributing area)

Snow zone
(Non-contributing area)

A 300-m higher transition 
can double runoff-
contributing area
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Atmospheric snow level

Snow level radar 
Source: NOAA

Radar at low-elevation of the basin detects 
real-time atmospheric snow level

Source: NOAA
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On-the-ground transition elevation

Wireless-sensor
data     R2=0.85

2014-02-08 14:00:00

On-the-ground transition elevation is 
estimated by regression between wet-
bulb temperature and elevation using 
dense wireless-sensor data

Threshold of 0.5 °C

Transition 
elevation
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Snow-depth-derived 
transition elevation

A 0.5 °C threshold difference corresponds 
to  ~100 m transition-elevation difference

Snow-depth changes from distributed 
sensors provide ground-truth transition-
elevation, assisting in threshold selection 

Snow-depth-derived
transition elevation

2130 2245
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Different Twet thresholds, °C

–1 –0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5
Mean 

difference, m 290 200 110 21 –69 –159

Percent mean 
difference 14.1% 9.7% 5.4% 1.0% –3.4% –7.7%

Temperature threshold selection

A threshold of 0.5 °C best matches the snow-depth-derived transition elevation 
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An atmospheric-river event 
a. Transition elevation

b. Gauge 
precip.

c. Snow-depth change at each node

Evolution of transition elevation is 
tracked and correlates to radar snow 
level

Precipitation is high when atmospheric river 
made landfall (Dec 20-21)

Spatial pattern of snow-depth changes 
provides important ground-truth 

Ground 
transition 
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Comparison to radar snow level

Radar snow level tends to be ~100 m higher than 
ground transition elevation, due to snow-level 
lowering caused by orographic lifting (e.g. adiabatic 
and latent cooling of rising air)

Radar snow level

Ground-Twet-based
transition elevation
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Comparison between two basins

~100-m higher transition elevation in the American than the Feather, due 
to colder air in the Feather (1° latitude further north)

Radar snow levelTwet-based transition elevation 
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Estimation uncertainty

71%

73%

Uncertainty of transition estimate in the Feather is higher, due to fewer sensor clusters 
and more-complex terrain (western windward side versus eastern, rain-shadow area)
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Implications for two basins

Transition elevation often in a range of 
1300-2200 m in water year 2017

44% (2100 km2) of the American, but 
77% (7260 km2) of the Feather is covered 

The Feather is more vulnerable to rising 
rain-snow transition
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3. Evolution and uncertainty of transition elevation
4. Transition elevation during atmospheric-river events 

Credit: P. Hartsough
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Atmospheric-river events

Among 68 winter events in water years 2014-
2018, 45 (66%) are related to atmospheric 
rivers
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Transition elevation in 
atmospheric-river events 

AR events average a 150-m higher rain-
snow transitions than do non-AR events 

Non-AR AR

1807
1661

14
103

Difference between ground transition elevation 
and radar snow level during AR events is 90-m 
larger than during non-AR events 

a. Twet-based transition  

b. Radar minus Twet
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Impact on potential runoffThe Feather: Jan 10, 2017, AR event 

A 200-m higher transition-elevation 
could result in a 15 million m3 (12,000 
ac ft, 34%) larger potential-runoff 
estimate for one day

The transition-elevation estimate in 
AR events is critical to flood 
forecasting

Twet
1658 m

Radar
1835 m

Difference
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Summary

1. Basin-scale wireless-sensor networks can provide temperature-based 
transition elevation and snow-depth-based ground truth

2. Ground transition elevation shows differences, compared to 
atmospheric snow level from radars

3. AR events have higher rain-snow transitions than do non-AR events and 
the difference between ground and atmospheric transitions is larger

4. The networks can provide near-real-time information on transition 
elevations, complementing radar data 
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